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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that any function f # L2(&, +) and its Fourier
transform f cannot have bounded supports together. Moreover, if f (x)=0
for x # (&, 0), then f cannot vanish on a set of positive measure. Those
facts are particular examples of the well known uncertainty principle.
The paper [3] contains a brief summary of the earlier results concerning
the various aspects of that principle. Here we study the following version.
Let the function f # L2(&, +) vanish outside of the set A1 , and let f
vanish outside of the set A2 . It is of basic interest whether f (x)=0 a.e. If
that is the case, following [3], we say that the sets A1 , A2 form an :-pair.
The discussion of this problem is intended to motivate our investigation
to find a new representation for the Fourier operator. The new representa-
tion seems to be best adapted to this problem and to be of independent
interest.
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE FOURIER OPERATOR
Often we will use the Poisson theorem; see [2, p. 129]. For convenience
to the reader, the formulation of that theorem is given below.
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Theorem 1. Let f (x) be a continuously differentiable function with finite
support. Then the following equality holds:
:

k=&
|

&
e2?ikxf (x) dx= :

k=&
f (k).
Let n be a positive integer. Let us denote by Fn the set
Fn= .

k=& \k - 2?n&
?
2n
, k - 2?n+ ?2n& .
In the case n=1 we have F1=(&, +).
The theorem given below is a generalization of the classical Plancherel
result.
Theorem 2. Let n be a positive integer. Let the function f (x) belonging
L2(&, +) vanish outside of the set Fn . The formula
(8n f )(x)= n2?
d
dx |Fn
e&ixt&1
&it
f (t) dt
defines almost everywhere on (&, +) a function from the space
L2(&, +). The inverse transform is defined by the formula
f (t)= n2?
d
dt |Fn
eixt&1
ix
(8n f )(x) dx (1)
valid almost everywhere on Fn . Furthermore
|
Fn
| f (t)| 2 dt=|
Fn
|(8n f )(x)| 2 dx. (2)
Proof. Let us prove first the equality (2) for n2. In the case n=1 it
is the classical Plancherel result.
It is well known that if f # L2(&, +) and vanishes outside of the
interval
2n=\& ?2n , 
?
2n+
then the equality
 n2? |2n | f (x)|2 dx= :

k=&
|(8n f )(k - 2?n)| 2
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is valid. This formula, written for the function e&itxf (x), gives
 n2? |2n | f (x)| 2 dx= :

k=&
|(8n f )(t+k - 2?n)|2.
Consequently,
|
2n
| f (x)|2 dx= :

k=&
|
2n
|(8n f )(t+k - 2?n)| 2 dt
=|
Fn
|(8n f )(t)|2 dt.
Let f be a continuous function with support in the interval
\p - 2?n& ?2n , p - 2?n+
?
2n+
and g be another continuous function with support in the interval
\q - 2?n& ?2n , q - 2?n+
?
2n+ .
The proof of the equality (2) will be complete by showing
|
Fn
(8n f )(x)(8 n g)(x) dx=0
for arbitrary different integers p and q.
Let us define the functions .m(x) as
.m(x)=1&
|k|
m+1
,
if
x # \k - 2?n& ?2n , k - 2?n+
?
2n& ,
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where k=0, \1, \2, ..., \m. We put .m(x)=0, elsewhere. Then we have
|
Fn
eix(s&t+( p&q) - 2?n).m(x) dx
= :
m
k=&m \1&
|k|
m+1+ |2n ei(x+k - 2?n)(s&t+( p&q) - 2?n) dx
=\ :
m
k=&m \1&
|k|
m+1+ e ik - 2?n(s&t+( p&q) - 2?n)+
_|
2n
eix(s&t+( p&q) - 2?n) dx
=
2 sin(?( p&q)+(s&t) - ?2n)
(- 2?n ( p&q)+(s&t))
_
sin2(((m+1)2)((s&t) - 2?n+2?n( p&q)))
(m+1) sin2((12)((s&t) - 2?n+2?n( p&q)))
.
Since s, t # (&- ?2n, - ?2n), |s&t| - ?n2<?. Taking into account that
p and q are different integers we have
} |Fn e ix(s&t+( p&q) - 2?n) 8m(x) dx }
=
|sin(- ?2n (s&t))|
|- 2?n ( p&q)+(s&t)|
sin2(m+1) - ?n2 (s&t)
(m+1) sin2 - ?n2 (s&t)
 ?2?
sin2(m+1) - ?n2 (s&t)
(m+1)(n&1) |sin - ?n2 (s&t)|
.
Since the set
supp( f ) _ supp(g)
is a compact subset of the interval 2n , then
|
Fn
(8n f )(x)(8 n g)(x) dx
= lim
m   |Fn (8n f )(x)(8 n g)(x) .m(x) dx
= lim
m  
n
2? |2n |2n f (t+ p - 2?n) g (s+q - 2?n) Km(t, s) dt ds
=0,
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where
Km(t, s)=|
Fn
e&ix(t&s+( p&q) - 2?n).m(x) dx.
Now let us prove the formula (1).
Let f (x) be a continuously differentiable function with compact support,
defined on (&, +), and let f (x) vanish outside of the set Fn .
For the function g(x)= f (x+b) eicx we have
(81 g)( y)=eiby&icb(81 f )( y&c).
So, by the Poisson theorem,
:

m=&
f \z+m2?n + e&itm - 2?n
= :

m=&
(8n f )(t+m - 2?n) e imz - 2?n+itz.
Since f (t)=0 a.e. outside of the set Fn , for every z # (&- ?2n, - ?2n) we
have
:

m=&
(8n f )(s+m - 2?n) eizm - 2?n+isz
= :

k=&
f (z+k - 2?n) e&iks - 2?n.
Consequently,
f (z+m - 2?n)
= n2? |2n \ :

k=&
f (z+k - 2?n) eis - 2?n(m&k)+ ds
= n2? :

j=&
|
2n
(8n f )(s+ j - 2?n) ei( jz+ms) - 2?n+izs ds
= n2? |Fn (8n f )( y) eixy dy.
For completion of the proof it is necessary to pass to the limit,
approximating arbitrary function f # L2(&, +) by continuous ones
with finite supports. The details we leave to the reader.
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For every positive integer n let us denote by 0n the square
0n=[(x, y); x, y # 2n]
supplied with the Lebesgue measure
d+n=
n
2?
dx dy.
Let us denote by L2(0n , _, d+n) the space of vector valued F(|)=
(F1 , ..., Fn) defined on 0n , with the norm
\ n2? :
n
k=1
|
0n
| |Fk(x, y)|2 dx dy+
12
<.
Further let us introduce the operator
Jn : L2(&, +)  L2(0n , _, d+n)
as
(Jn f )k =Fk(x, y)
= :

m=&
f \x+m - 2?n+(k&1) 2?n + e&iy(m - 2?n+(k&1) - 2?n)
where k=1, 2, ..., n and (x, y) # 0n .
Finally we introduce the operator Tn
Tn : L2(0n , _, d+n)  L2(0n , _, d+n)
acting by the formula
(TnF)p (x, y)=
eixy
- n
:
n
k=1
Fk(&y, x) e2?i(( p&1)(k&1)n),
where p=1, ..., n and (x, y) # 0n .
Theorem 3. Let n be a positive integer. The operators Jn and Tn are
isometric and map onto the space L2(0n , _, d+).
For arbitrary f (x) # L2(&, +) the equality
TnJn f =Jn f
holds.
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Proof. The first assertion of this theorem follows from Theorem 1. For
arbitrary continuously differentiable functions f (x) with finite support we
have
:

m=&
f \z+m 2?n + e&itm - 2?n
= :

l=&
(81 f )(t+l - 2?n) eizl - 2?n+itz.
In this formula let us put m=(k&1)+nj, where 1kn, j=0, \1, ... and
let us put t= y+( p&1)- 2?n, where 1pn, y # (&- 2?n, - 2?n).
Then we arrive at the formula
:
n
k=1 \ :

j=&
f \z+(k&1) 2?n + j - 2?n+ e&iy - 2?n j+
_e&iy - 2?n(k&1)&i(2?n)( p&1)(k&1)
= :

l=&
(81 f ) \y+( p&1) 2?n +l - 2?n+
_eilz - 2?n+i( p&1) z - 2?n+iyz.
Let us rewrite this formula in the form
1
- n
:
n
k=1
(Jn f )k (z, y) e&2?i(( p&1)(k&1)n)=(Jn(8n f ))p ( y, &z) eiyz.
This is equivalent to the last equality of the theorem.
Theorem 3 in the case n=1 coincides with the analogous result for the
Zak transform, see [5], p. 477.
3. ON THE SETS FORMING :-PAIR
Let $1 , $2 be intervals in (&, +) and d1 , d2 be positive numbers,
satisfying the conditions
0|$1|d1
and
0|$2 |d2 ,
where |$| is the length of the interval $.
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Let us denote
Aj= .

k=&
[x+kdj ; x # $ j], j=1, 2.
In this section we discuss the conditions ensuring that A1 , A2 form an
:-pair.
For convenience we give here the formulation of A. Beurling and
P. Malliavin’s classical result; see [1].
Let 4=[$n] be a given sequence of real numbers without finite point of
accumulation.
Let us determine the closure radius \=\(4) defined as the upper bound
of numbers r such that [ei*x]* # 4 span the space L2(&r, r).
In order to explain the A. Beurling and P. Malliavin result let us intro-
duce the following notions concerning families 0 of intervals of the real
axis. We represent an interval | by a point
T|=x(|)+iy(|),
where x(|) is the center of | and y(|)=|||. If the pointset T0 is
measurable we assign to 0 the measure
m(0)=|
T0
dx dy
1+x2+ y2
.
If | is an interval, | shall denote the collection of all its subintervals and
we define 0 =| # 0 | .
A set 0 of intervals is negligible if m(0 )<.
A positive measure d+ on the real axis is regular having the density
a=A(d+) if the family of intervals
0= {|; }+(|)||| &a }==
is negligible for each =>0.
Let us note that if
lim
|||  
+(|)
|||
=a
then we have a=A(d+).
To a sequence 4 of real numbers without finite point of accumulation we
assign the measure dN* , which vanishes off 4 and assumes at * # 4 the
value equal to the multiplicity of * as element of the sequence.
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The particular case of the more general result of the paper [1], which
corresponds to our situation is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let dNA be a regular measure. Then
\(4)=?A(dN4).
Theorem 5. Let d1 d2 2? be an irrational number. If
|$1|
d1
+
|$2 |
d2
<1,
then the sets A1 , A2 form an :-pair.
If
|$1|
d1
+
|$2 |
d2
>1, (3)
then the sets A1 , A2 do not form an :-pair.
Proof. For arbitrary real numbers a{0, b, c and for every f (x) #
L2(&, +) the Fourier transform of the function f (ax+b) eicx is
1
a
ei(ba)( y&c)(81 f ) \y&ca + .
Consequently, without loss of generality we can assume that d1=- 2? and
centers of the intervals $1 and $2 are 0.
Let us consider the representation of the Fourier transform correspond-
ing to the value 1 for the parameter n.
By assumption, f (t)=0 outside the set A1 . So the function
F(x, y)=(J1 f )(x, y)= :

k=&
f (k - 2?+x) e&iky - 2?
vanishes on the set
{(x, y); x # \&?2 , 
?
2+"$1 , y # \&
?
2
, ?2+= .
We have
e&ixy(J1 f )(x, y)= :

k=&
(81 f )(k - 2?+ y) eikx - 2?.
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So, for arbitrary y # (&- ?2, - ?2) we can write
1
- 2? |$1 F(x, y) e
&ix( y+k - 2?) dx
=
1
- 2? |
- ?2
&- ?2
(F(x, y) eixy) e&ik - 2? x dx
=(81 f )( y+k - 2?), k=0, \1, ....
For any fixed y # (&- ?2, - ?2) let us denote by 4y the set of numbers
of the form k - 2?, k=0, \1, ..., such that k - 2?+ y does not belong to
the set A2 .
By assumption (81 f )(t)=0 outside of the set A2 , so
|
$1
F(x, y) e&ixye&k - 2? xi dx=0, k - 2? # 4y .
Using the classical result, see [4], we get that if : is an irrational number
then for an arbitrary bounded and locally integrable (in the Riemann
sense) function f (x) with period 1 we have
lim
n  
1
n
:
m+n
k=m
f (:k)=|
1
0
f (x) dx,
uniformly in m. So, it is easy to see that
lim
|||  
N4y(|)
|||
=
d2&|$2 |
d2 - 2?
,
Since
|$1|
2?
<
1
- 2? \1&
|$2 |
d2 +
the system
eik - 2?x, k - 2? # 4y , (4)
is dense in the space L2($1). Consequently, (J1 f )(x, y)=0 a.e. for x #
(&- ?2, - ?2) and for y # (&- ?2, - ?2).
If we have the condition (3), then for each y # (&- ?2, - ?2), the
system (4) is not dense in the space L2($1). Let us denote by Ey the closure
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of the system (4) in the space L2($1). For each y # (&- ?2, - ?2) the
function
g(x)=ei - ?2 x
does not belong to the subspace Ey . Actually, since Ey {L2($1) there is a
nontrivial function l(x) # L2($1) such that
|
$1
e ik - 2? xl(x) dx=0, k - 2? # 4y .
Let us consider the entire function
L(z)=|
$1
e izxl(x) dx.
If L(- ?2){0 then we have g(x)  Ey . If L(- ?2)=0 we construct the
new entire function
L0(z)=L(z) \z+- ?2z&- ?2+
k
,
where k is the multiplicity of the zero z=- ?2. Since L0(x) # L2(&,
+) by the Paley and Wiener theorem the entire function L0(z) permits
the representation
L0(z)=|
$1
eizxl0(x) dx,
where l0(x) # L2($1). We have L0(- ?2){0 and L0(k - 2?)=0 if
k - 2? # 4y . So, g(x)  Ey .
Let Py be the orthogonal projection in the space L2($1) onto the sub-
space Ey .
Let us consider the function
F0(x, y)= g(x)&Py(g)(x).
Since g(x)  Ey , F0(x, y) is not a trivial function and for arbitrary y #
(&- ?2, - ?2) we have
|
$1
F0(x, y) e&ik - 2? x dx=0, k - 2? # 4y .
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Let us note that this function is measurable as a function of the two
variables. Actually, for an arbitrary positive integer m let us set
4y(m)=4y & [&m, m].
Let as denote by Ey(m) the closure of the system
ek - 2? xi, k - 2? # 4y(m),
in the space L2($1). Let us denote by Py, m the operator of orthogonal pro-
jection in L2($1) onto the subspace Ey(m).
The functions
Fm(x, y)= g(x)&Py, m(g)(x)
are measurable and
lim
m   |$1 |Fm(x, y)&F0(x, y)|
2 dx=0,
for each y # (&- ?2, - ?2). So, F0(x, y) is a measurable function.
We prolong the function F(x, y)=eixyF0(x, y), x # $1 , y # (&- ?2,
- ?2), by zero for the other points of 01 . It is easy to see that the function
J&11 (F ) # L2(&, +) satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
Theorem 6. Let d1 d2 2? be a rational number, i.e.,
d1d2
2?
=
p
q
,
where pq is an irreducible fraction. The sets A1 , A2 form an :-pair if and
only if
_p \1&|$1|d1 +&+_p \1&
|$2 |
d2 +&p, (5)
where [a] is the integer part of the number a.
Proof. To prove the sufficiency we can consider only the case, where
_p \1&|$1|d1 +&+_p \1&
|$2 |
d2 +&= p.
Without loss of generality we can assume that d1=d2=- 2?( pq).
Let us consider the representation of the Fourier transform correspond-
ing to the positive number n= pq.
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There is no loss of generality in assuming that the center of the interval
$1 lies in the point - 2?n&|$1|2 and the center of the interval $2 lies in
the point - 2?n&|$2 |2.
Let the function f (x) # L2(&, +) vanish outside of the set A1 , and
(81 f )(x)=0 outside of the set A2 . We have
(Jn f )k (x, y)
= :

m=&
f \x+m - 2?n+(k&1) 2?n + e&iy(m - 2?n+(k&1) - 2?n),
where (x, y) # 0n , k=1, 2, ..., n.
Consequently, (Jn f )k (x, y)=0 a.e. on 0n , where
1k_ n2? (d1&|$1| )& ,
p+1kp+_ n2? (d1&|$1| )& ,
...,
(q&1) p+1k(q&1) p+_ n2? (d1&|$1| )& .
We also have
(Jn(81 f ))p0 ( y, &x)= :

m=&
(81 f ) \y+m - 2?n+( p0&1) 2?n +
_eimx - 2?n+ix( p0&1) - 2?n,
where p0=1, 2, ..., n and (x, y) # 0.
By assumption (Jn(81 f ))p0 ( y, &x)=0 a.e. on (x, y) # 0n , if
1p0_ n2? (d2&|$2 | )& ,
p+1p0p+_ n2? (d2&|$2 | )& ,
...,
(q&1) p+1p0(q&1) p+_ n2? (d2&|$2| )& .
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Finally for the functions (Jn f )k (x, y), k=1, 2, ..., n, we arrive at the
equations
:
p
r= p&s+1
(Jn f )r (x, y) e&i(2?n)(r&1)( p0&1)
+ :
2p
r=2p&s+1
(Jn f )r (x, y) e&i(2?n)(r&1)( p0&1)+ } } }
+ :
qp
r=qp&s+1
(Jn f )r (x, y) e&i(2?n)(r&1)( p0&1)=0, (x, y) # 0n ,
(6)
where 1p0s, p+1p0p+s, ..., (q&1) p+1p0(q&1)p+s.
Here we put
s= p&_p \1&|$1|d1 +&=_p \1&
|$2 |
d2 +& .
Let us denote
Gj, k=(Jn f ) j+kp&s (x, y), j=1, 2, ..., s, k=1, 2, ..., q
and
p0=l+(m&1) p, m=1, 2, ..., q, l=1, 2, ..., s.
The system (6) is a homogeneous linear system in the Gjk . Let G(u, v) be
the corresponding polynomial in u and v of degree s in u and degree
q in v and set g(u, v)=(uv) p&s } G. We also set a=exp(&2?in),
b=exp(&2?iq). Then (6) means g(ul , vm)=0, ul=a l, vm=bm, l=1, ..., s,
m=1, ..., q. For an arbitrary choice of two indices in this range, * and +,
we can find g with g(u* , v+)=1 and g(ul , vm)=0 for (l, m){(*, +) by
choosing G as a product of one polynomial in u of degree s and one in v
of degree q. Hence an arbitrary inhomogeneous system (6) can be solved
and therefore the homogeneous system has only the zero solution G jk=0.
(I thank the referee for suggesting this argument.)
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Now let us consider the case
_p \1&|$1|d1 +&+_p \1&
|$2|
d2 +&<p. (7)
We can assume that d1=d2=- 2?( pq) and the center of the interval $1
lies in the point
x1= ?2pq \p+1+_p \1&
|$1|
d1 +&+ ,
and the center of the interval $2 lies in the point
 ?2pq \q+1+_p \1&
|$2 |
d2 +&+ .
(see Fig. 1).
Let us consider the representation of the Fourier transform correspond-
ing to the positive number n= pq.
Let us denote
x0 =\ |$1|&2?n \p&_p \1&
|$1|
d1 +&&1++>0
y0=\ |$2 |&2?n \q&_p \1&
|$2|
d2 +&&1++>0,
and z0= 12 min(x0 , y0).
FIGURE 1
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We study the vector valued function F(x, y) of the form
Fk(x, y)=Fk , for |x|<z0 and | y|<z0
and
Fk(x, y)=0, for other points of 0n ,
where Fk , k=1, ..., n, are complex numbers.
Let us note that from the condition f (x)=0 a.e. outside of the set A1 it
follows that Fk=0 for q[ p(1&|$1|d1)] different values of the index k.
For example, in Fig. 1,
F1=F2=F6=F7=F11=F12=0.
From the condition f (x)=0 a.e. outside of the set A2 it follows that the
q _p \1&|$2 |d2 +&
components of the discrete Fourier transform of the vector (F1 , ..., Fn)
vanish. Since (7) is satisfied, for the numbers F1 , ..., Fn we come to a linear
system, where there are more unknown variables than equations. That
system has a nontrivial solution. In this case the function J &1n (F) #
L2(&, +) satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
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